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Superluminal Motion and Polarization in Blazars �Jun-Hui Fan1;2, Yong-Jiu Wang2, Jiang-He Yang3 and Cheng-Yue Su41 Center for Astrophysis, Guangzhou University, Guangzhou 510400; fjh�gzhu.edu.n2 Physis Institute, Hunan Normal University, Changsha3 Department of Eletronis and Physis, Hunan University of Arts and Siene, Changde4150004 Department of Physis, Guangdong Industry University, GuangzhouReeived 2004 Marh 14; aepted 2004 May 13Abstrat A relativisti beaming model has been suessfully used to explainthe observed properties of ative galati nulei (AGNs). In this model there aretwo emission omponents, a boosted one and an unbeamed one, shown up in theradio band as the ore and lobe omponents. The luminosity ratio of the ore tothe lobe is de�ned as the ore-dominane parameter (R = LCoreLLobe ). The de-beamedradio luminosity (Ldbjet) in the jet is assumed to be proportional to the unbeamedluminosity (Lub) in the o-moving frame, i.e., f = LdbjetLub , and f is determined in ourprevious paper. We further disuss the relationship between BL Laertae objets(BLs) and at spetrum radio quasars (FSRQs), whih are sublasses of blazarswith di�erent degrees of polarization, using the alulated values of the ratio ffor a sample of superluminal blazars. We found 1) that the BLs show smalleraveraged Doppler fators and Lorentz fators, larger viewing angles and higher ore-dominane parameters than do the FSRQs, and 2) that in the polarization-oredominane parameter plot (P � logR) the BLs and FSRQs oupy a satteredregion, but in a revised plot (log P(m) � logR), they gather around two di�erentlines, suggesting that they have some di�erent intrinsi properties.Key words: ative galati nulei | superluminal motion | jets | relativistibeaming model1 INTRODUCTIONMany ative galati nulei (AGNs) ontain ompat radio soures with omponents thatappear to move apart in suessive high-resolution VLBI images. When the apparent trans-verse veloity (�app = v=) exeeds the speed of light, the motion and the objet are alledsuperluminal. Superluminal motion has now been observed in dozens of soures (Pearson &� This work is partially supported by the National 973 projet and the National Siene Fund for Distin-guished Young Sholars.



534 J. H. Fan, Y. J. Wang , J. H. Yang et al.Zensus 1987; Vermeulen & Cohen 1994). A sublass of AGNs are blazars, whih inludes BLLaertae objets (BLs) and at spetrum radio quasars (FSRQs).A popular kinemati explanation for superluminal motion is that the nulear region on-tains a narrow, nearly straight, expanding jet of plasma in relativisti motion, and when thejet is pointing lose to the line of sight, ontration of the apparent timesale an result insuperluminal motion. The main observational properties of superluminal objets are now wellestablished (Zensus & Pearson 1988; Ghisellini et al. 1993; Vermeulen & Cohen 1994 ). Inour previous papers, we showed that there is an assoiation between their radio and optialenhanements and that the aeleration model is reasonable (Fan et al. 1996), and we obtainedsome statistial results for a sample of suh soures (Fan 1998). Very reently, ombining thesuperluminal veloity, the Doppler fator and the ore-dominane parameter (the ore to lobeluminosity), we determined the ratios f (the de-beamed to the unbeamed radio luminosity) fora sample of soures (Fan 2003).High, variable polarization is a typial harateristi of blazars, they inform the magneti�eld and relativisti beaming e�et. Many authors have made observations and theoretialanalyses on this topi (Angel & Stokman 1980; Impey & Tapia 1990; Wills et al. 1992; Fanet al. 1997; E�mov et al. 2002). The researhes show that the two sublasses have di�erentdegrees of polarization with the BLs showing higher polarizations than do the FSRQs. Work onpolarization is important for our understanding of the relation between the two sublasses. Inthe present paper, we will investigate this relation further. In Setion 2 we desribe our sampleand the results obtained; in Setion 3 we arry out a disussion, ending with a brief onludingstatement.2 DATA AND RESULT2.1 DataIn our previous paper, to determine the ratio f , we hose soures with known superluminalmotion veloity, Doppler fator and ore-dominane parameter (Fan 2003). Di�erent methods(Xie et al. 1991; Ghisellini et al. 1993; Jiang et al. 1998; Fan et al. 1999; Cheng et al. 1999;Lahteenmaki & Valtaoja 1999) had been used to determine the Doppler fators. Sine theDoppler fator determined from radio variability has advantages over the others, we used thedata given by Lahteenmaki & Valtaoja (1999). From our previous paper (Fan & Lin 2003; Fan2003), we hose 35 soures (25 FSRQs and 10 BLs) with known polarizations. These are listedin Table 1.2.2 ResultsFrom the relativisti beaming model, one an obtain the viewing angle � and the Lorentzfator �, from the Doppler fator, Æ and the apparent (superluminal) veloity �app, namely� = �2app + Æ2 + 12Æ ; (1)tan � = 2�app�2app + Æ2 � 1 : (2)When we onsidered the BLs and FSRQs separately, we obtained the following results (Table 2).



Polarization of Blazars 535Table 1 Data for a Sample of Superluminal SouresName ID Æ �app logR Ref Popt(%) Ref log f(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)0016+731 FQ 18.39 8.35 0.50 G 1.1 I90 {3.290106+013 FQ 8.62 8.20 0.90 C 7.1 F97 {1.910212+735 FQ 4.16 3.88 2.64 C 7.8 F97 0.780219+428 BL 1.99 14.89 0.77 FW 18.0 F01 {0.130234+285 FQ 7.29 9.29 2.00 C 11.3 I90 {0.590235+164 BL 16.32 7.10 1.69 C 43.9 F97 {1.950333+321 FQ 6.48 4.77 1.50 BM 1.0 F98 {0.930336{01 FQ 19.01 8.9 1.50 C 19.4 F97 {2.340420{014 FQ 11.72 4.80 2.40 C 20.0 F97 {0.810440{00 FQ 11.46 6.10 1.30 C 12.6 I90 {1.880458{020 FQ 17.80 4.09 0.70 C 17.3 I90 {3.050528+134 FQ 14.22 5.15 1.60 G 0.3 I90 {1.860605-085 FQ 4.53 4.4 1.46 C 10.0 I90 {0.510735+178 BL 3.17 5.84 3.92 FW 36.0 F01 2.420836+710 FQ 10.67 7.69 1.54 C 1.0 I91 {1.540851+202 BL 18.03 2.95 2.89 C 37.2 FL {0.880923+392 FQ 2.25 3.97 1.20 C 0.8 F98 0.140954+658 BL 6.62 5.7 2.04 C 33.7 I91 {0.421055+018 FQ 7.78 2.30 1.33 C 6.0 F99 {1.341156+295 FQ 9.42 5.20 0.83 FB 28.0 F99 {2.091219+285 BL 1.56 2.00 3.45 FA 20.0 F01 2.871226+023 FQ 5.71 6.10 0.80 C 2.5 I90 {1.471253{055 FQ 16.77 4.87 1.10 C 44.3 F97 {2.571308+326 BL 11.38 10.80 1.56 C 28.0 FL {1.611510{089 FQ 13.18 3.77 1.50 C 7.8 I90 {1.861606+106 FQ 9.32 2.90 0.83 FU 2.1 I90 {2.081611+343 FQ 5.04 11.40 1.40 BM 1.7 I90 {0.711633+382 FQ 8.83 4.80 1.90 C 2.6 I91 {0.941641+399 FQ 7.45 6.32 1.50 C 35.0 F99 {1.121803+784 BL 6.45 1.80 2.69 C 35.2 FL 0.261928+738 FQ 3.71 4.97 0.70 G 3.3 F98 {1.012007+777 BL 5.13 2.33 1.90 G 15.1 F98 {0.232200+420 BL 3.91 3.28 2.41 FA 23.0 FL 0.632230+114 FQ 14.23 8.86 1.40 C 10.9 I90 {2.062251+158 FQ 21.84 7.19 1.20 C 16.0 F99 {2.82Col. 1, Soure name; Col. 2, Identi�ation (FQ for FSRQ); Col. 3, Doppler fator (Æ), (fromLahteenmaki & Valtaoja (1999)); Col. 4, superluminal veloity (�app), (from Lahteenmaki& Valtaoja (1999)); Col. 5, Core-dominane Parameter(R); Col. 6, referene for the ore-dominane; Col. 7, maximum optial polarization (Popt%); Col. 8, referene for optial po-larization; Col. 9, log f .The referenes listed in the table are BM: Browne & Murphy (1987); C: Cao & Jiang (2001);FA: Antonui & Ulvestad (1985); FB: Wills & Browne (1986); FU: Ulvestad et al. (1981);FW: Wills et al. (1992); F01: Fan et al. (2001); F98: Fan et al. (1998); F97: Fan (1997); FL:Fan & Lin (1999); G: Ghisellini et al. (1993); I90: Impey & Tapia (1990); I91: Impey et al.(1991).



536 J. H. Fan, Y. J. Wang , J. H. Yang et al.Table 2 Averaged Values for Two Classes of Superluminal Soures� � Æ logR logRT log fFSRQs 7.44�0.52 6.15Æ�0.95 10.19�0.92 1.27�0.11 {3.83�0.24 {1.59�0.19BLs 6.16�1.07 10.43Æ�3.23 7.45�1.85 2.33�0.30 {2.10�0.73 0.11�0.49Polarization is assoiated with the ore-dominane parameter (see Wills et al. 1992 andreferene therein), with higher polarization orresponding to larger logR. From our previouspapers (Fan et al. 1997; Fan et al. 2001), we have10�0:4mob1 P ob1Æ3+�1 = 10�0:4mob2 P ob2Æ3+�2 = k ;whih suggests a relation between polarization and the ore-dominane parameter at a givenmagnitude: P ob = k Æ3+� 100:4mob = �kf � 100:4mob(fÆ3+�) = (m)R / R ; (3)where (m) = ( kf )100:4mob is a parameter that depends on magnitude mob, on the onstant kand on the ratio f . Relation (1) shows that a high polarization is assoiated with a large ore-dominane parameter. In the present paper, polarization is again found to be assoiated withthe ore-dominane parameter, i.e., the higher the polarization the higher the ore-dominaneis, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Plot of polarization (Popt(%)) vs. ore-dominane parameter (logR) for thewhole sample (�lled irles for BLs, open ones for FSRQs). The urve stands forP = (m)R with (m) = 0:005, 0.05, 0.5 and 5, respetively.3 DISCUSSIONBlazars (BLs and FSRQs) are an extreme sublass of AGNs, they show rapid and highamplitude variation, superluminal motion, high and variable polarization, and high energy



Polarization of Blazars 537emissions. BLs and FSRQs show almost the same observational properties exept that theyhave di�erent emission line properties with the BLs having very weak or no emission lines whilethe FSRQs having strong emission features. The BLs have higher optial polarization than theFSRQs, on average. Sometimes, the FSRQs also show very weak emission line features suh asthe ase of 3C 279, laimed by Sarpe & Falomo (1997).The ore dominane parameter R (the ratio of ore to extended radio uxes) is an importantparameter and has been proposed as an indiator of the orientation of the emission (Orr &Brown 1982), and of relativisti beaming (Ghisellini et al. 1993; Hough & Readhead 1987). Itis lear that R is useful in determining the ratio f .As shown in Fig. 1, the polarization is found assoiated with the the ore-dominane pa-rameter and the observed maximum polarization inreases with the latter. The points aresattered in an area bounded by (m) = 0:005 and (m) = 5. The range in (m) is 3 dex forthe whole sample. These sattered points refer to di�erent values of (m) for di�erent soures.Sine (m) = kf 100:4m, the satters in both the optial magnitude (mob) and (m) will resultin a satter in f for f = k(m)100:4m. Sine the satter in the optial band is about 5 stellarmagnitudes or 2 dex (Fan et al. 2001) and that in (m) is 3 dex, we obtain the di�erene in f tobe about 5 dex. It is interesting that this range in f is quite onsistent with that obtained in ouralulation, whih shows that the values of f are mainly in the region between log f = �3:29for the FSRQ 0016+731 to 2.87 for the BL 1219+285 (see Table 1), orresponding a range of6.1 dex in f . It should be pointed out that Eq. (3) implies that polarization is orrelated withore-dominane, but beause the orrelation oeÆient (m) depends on both the ratio f andthe magnitude mob, whih are di�erent from one soure to another, the orrelation is diluted,hene the sattering of the points in Fig. 1. For a group of soures with similar f -ratios andmagnitudes (mob), one may expet a tighter orrelation. Unfortunately, this is not the aseonsidered in this paper. However, for soures with di�erent f values, we an onsider a revisedorrelation between polarization and ore-dominane parameter, whih we now desribe.Equation (3) suggests that there is a linear orrelation between P ob(m) and R. To investigatethis orrelation, one should take the magnitude for eah soure, whih is available from theVeron-Cetty & Veron (1998) atalog. Based on the optial magnitudes and the known ratios f(Fan 2003), we an make a plot of P ob(m) against R for the FSRQS and BLs; see Fig. 2. The plotsuggests a statistial linear orrelation between P ob(m) and R, namelylog P ob(m) = (1:89� 0:08) logR� 10:2� 0:21 :This is di�erent from the expeted result,log P ob(m) = logR + onst :However, when we onsider the BLs and FSRQs separately, we obtainlog P ob(m) = 1:12 logR� 7:37for the BLs, and log P ob(m) = 0:92 logR� 9:14



538 J. H. Fan, Y. J. Wang , J. H. Yang et al.for he FSRQs, with orrelation oeÆient and hane probability r = 0:713 and p = 3:2%for the BLs and r = 0:367 and p = 3:4% for the FSRQs. The slopes are onsistent withthe expetations. It implies that the dependene of polarization on the relativisti beamingmodel is the same for BLs and FSRQs. The di�erene in the onstant term probably means 1)that the magneti �eld is not the same for the two sublasses, sine the polarization in blazarsdepends on the boosting e�et and the magneti �eld (Fan et al. 1997); and 2) that the observedpolarization is not always the maximum value for the objet onsidered;|another fator thatdilutes the expeted orrelation. Therefore, further polarization observations and researhes onthis orrelation will be useful.

Fig. 2 Plot of polarization (log Pob(m) ) vs. ore-dominane parameter (logR) for thewhole sample (�lled irles represent BLs, open ones for FSRQs). The solid linestands for the best �tting result for BLs, the dotted line for FSRQs (see text).BL La objets and FSRQs (or optial violently variable quasars-OVVs) show some verysimilar observational properties, but their di�erenes in the emission lines are also obvious.Some authors proposed that both the two sublasses are in di�erent evolutional stages asemission line objets evolve into non-emission line objets. However, we notie that the ratiof of the de-beamed to unbeamed luminosity plays an very important role in explaining thedi�erene in the emission lines (Fan 2003). Fan (2002) ompared the polarization-Dopplerfator relations for BLs and for FSRQs (in that paper we used the name OVVs, while in thepresent paper we use FSRQs), and found that the polarization/ore-dominane points of thetwo sublasses an be �tted by di�erent f and �, � being the ratio of polarized to unpolarizedemission in the de-beamed jet emission. Sine the intrinsi polarization in the jet frame isde�ned as P in = f1+f �1+� (see Fan et al. 1997), the results of �tting (Fan 2002) suggested thatthe intrinsi polarization is lower in the FSRQs than in the BLs. That is why the Dopplerfator is higher in the FSRQs than in the BLs, while the polarization is lower.Adopting the two-omponent model (see Urry & Shafer 1984), if f is the same in thedi�erent wavebands for a given soure, then we haveLob = Lunb + Lobj = Lunb + fÆpLunb : (4)



Polarization of Blazars 539Let the unbeamed emissions be proportional to line emissions; we an then hek the di�erenein emission line between the BLs and FSRQs. Observations show that there is no emissionline or only very weak emission lines in BLs, while there are strong emission lines in FSRQS.In the present paper, the Doppler fators in BLs and FSRQs are omparable, but the averagevalue of f of the BLs is 1.68 dex greater than that of the FSRQs. So, for the large f inBLs, the seond term is muh greater than the �rst in the right side of Equation (4), namely,Lob � fÆpLunb = Lobj , and only emissions from the jet are observed. For the FSRQs, beausef is so small that the two terms in the right side of Eq. (4) are omparable. So the emissionsfrom both the jet and unbeamed omponents are observed, that is why we an observe emissionlines in FSRQs. In this sense, we an explain why there are strong emission lines and lowerpolarization in FSRQs than in BLs.We have ompiled a sample of superluminal blazars with known Doppler fators, optialpolarizations and ore-dominane parameters and used the known ratios, f , optial polarization,and ore-dominane parameter, to ompare BLs and FSRQs. We found the two sublasses tohave di�erent values of the parameters. However, they obey a revised polarization and ore-dominane parameter relation suggesting that their polarization is aused by beaming e�et.We have also used the di�erene in f to explain their di�erene in emission lines.Aknowledgements The authors thank Prof. Jian-Sheng Chen and Prof. You-Yuan Zhou fortheir suggestions and the anonymous referee for the omments. This work is partially supportedby the National 973 projet (NKBRSF G19990754), the National Siene Fund for DistinguishedYoung Sholars (10125313), and the Fund for Top Sholars of Guangdong Proviene (Q 02114).ReferenesAngel J. R. P., Stokman H. S., 1980, ARA&A, 18, 321Antonui R. R. J., Ulvestad J. S., 1985, ApJ, 294, 158Cao X., Jiang D. R., 2001, MNRAS, 320, 347Browne I. W. A., Murphy D. W., 1987, MNRAS, 226, 601Cheng K. S., Fan J. H., Zhang L., 1999a, A&A, 352, 32E�mov Y. S., Shakhovskoy N. M., Takalo L. O., Sillanpaa A., 2002, A&A, 381, 408Fan J. H., Xie G. Z., Wen S. L., 1996, A&AS, 116, 409Fan J. H., 2003, ApJ, 585, L23Fan J. H., 2002, PASJ, 54, L55Fan J. H., 1998, Ata Astrophys. Sinia, 18(1), 45Fan J. H., 1997, ApL&Com, 35, 361Fan J. H., Lin R. G., 2003, Chinese Physis, 18, 332Fan J. H., Lin, R. G., 1999, ApJS, 121, 131Fan J. H., Cheng K. S., Zhang L., 2001, PASJ, 53, 201Fan J. H., Cheng K. S., Zhang L., Liu C. H., 1997, A&A, 327, 947Fan J. H., Xie G. Z., Baon R., 1999, A&AS, 136, 13Fan J. H., Xie G. Z., Peontal E., Peontal A., Copin Y., 1998, ApJ, 507, 173Ghisellini G. et al. 1993, ApJ, 405, 65Hough D. H., Readhead A. C., 1987, In: Superluminal Radio Soures, A. Zensus, T. J. Pearson eds.,Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 114Impey C. D., Tapia S., 1990, ApJ, 354, 124Impey C. D., Lawrene C. R., Tapia S., 1991, ApJ, 375, 46
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